Pre-service teachers’ learning to notice students’ fractional thinking: The design of a learning environment through a Learning Trajectory
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The skill of noticing has been identified as an essential component that expert teachers must acquire. Therefore, research about how teacher educators can design learning environments to support the development of this skill has emerged. In our research, we focus on how pre-service teachers learn to notice students’ fractional thinking. In this paper, we describe a learning environment designed to promote the development of pre-service teachers’ noticing, taking into account a student’s Learning Trajectory of fractional schemes.
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The NCTM (2000) has claimed the need to base teaching on students’ thinking. In order to achieve this goal, teachers need a greater flexibility in recognising students’ mathematical thinking and students’ learning progressions. In this sense, the skill of noticing has been identified as a critical component of mathematics teacher expertise (Sherin, Jacobs, & Philipp, 2011) emerging research issues about how teacher educators can design learning environments to support the development of this skill (Wilson, Mojica, & Confrey, 2013).

The skill of noticing

Mason (1998; 2002) stated that “noticing is a movement or shift of attention” (Mason, 2011, p. 45). Mason distinguished between accounting of a phenomena and accounting for it. Accounting of a phenomena implies a neutral description “as objectively as possible minimizing emotive terms, evaluation, judgements, and explanation” (p.40) while accounting for implies to “offer interpretation, explanation, value-judgement, justification, or criticism” (p. 41) of this phenomena.

Mason (2011) identified different ways in which people can attend (p.47):

- **Holding wholes** implies attending to something without discerning details.
- **Discerning details** is picking out bits, discriminating this from that, decomposing or subdividing and so distinguish and, hence, creating things.
- **Recognizing relationships** is becoming aware of sameness and difference or other relationships among the discerned details in the situation.
- **Perceiving properties** is becoming aware of particular relationships as instances of properties that could hold in other situations.
**Reasoning in the basis of agreed properties** is going beyond the assembling of things you think you know, intuit, or induce must be true in order to use previously justified properties as the basis for convincing yourself and others, leading to reasoning from definitions and axioms.

“In mathematics, the shift from recognizing relationships to perceiving properties is often subtle but immediate for experts and yet an obstacle for students” (Mason, 2011, p.47). This perspective emphasises the importance of identifying the relevant aspects of the teaching-learning situations (discerning details) and interpreting them (recognising relationships) to support instructional decisions (reasoning in the basis of agreed properties).

Previous research has shown some characteristics of pre-service teachers’ development of this skill using video clips (Coles, 2013; van Es, & Sherin, 2002), or using classroom artifacts (Fernández, Llínares, & Valls, 2012; Sánchez-Matamoros, Fernández, & Llínares, 2015). For example, the use of video clips enables teachers to rebuild classroom interactions in chronological order (accounts of) for later interpreting them providing evidence (accounts for) without judgement (Coles, 2013), and supports changes in pre-service teachers’ level of reflection. Using classroom artifacts also helps pre-service teachers to recognise and use the mathematical elements for identifying students’ mathematical thinking (Fernández et al., 2012; Sánchez-Matamoros et al., 2015).

Our study is embedded in this line of research and focuses on the development of pre-service teachers’ noticing of students’ mathematical thinking. Research has shown that when pre-service teachers attend to students learning progressions in a mathematical domain, they are better able to make decisions about next instructional steps (Son, 2013; Wilson et al., 2013). In this context, students’ learning trajectories (Battista, 2012) can assist pre-service teachers in identifying learning goals for their students, in anticipating and interpreting students’ mathematical thinking and in responding with appropriate instruction (Sztajn, Confrey, Wilson, & Edgington, 2012).

Particularly, the focus of our research is how pre-service teachers learn to notice students’ fractional thinking. With this objective, we have designed a learning environment to promote the development of pre-service teachers’ noticing, taking into account a students’ Learning Trajectory of fractional schemes. In this paper, we describe the learning environment designed.

**A Learning Trajectory of fractional schemes**

Corcoran, Mosher, and Rogat (2009, in Wilson et al., 2013) postulated that learning trajectories and the instructional processes are linked and deserve attention since learning trajectories:

… provide teachers with a conceptual structure that will inform and support their ability to respond appropriately to evidence of their students’ differing stages of progress by adapting
their instruction to what each student needs in order to stay on track and make progress toward the ultimate learning goals (p.19).

Previous research has shown that pre-service teachers’ knowledge (Clements, Sarama, Spitler, Lange, & Wolfe, 2011; Mojica, 2010) of students’ learning trajectories allows them to have into account students’ mathematical thinking when taking instructional decisions. A Learning Trajectory consists of three components: a learning goal, learning activities, and a hypothetical learning process (Battista, 2011). A Learning Trajectory includes descriptions of learning activities that are designed to support students in the transition through intermediate stages to a more sophisticated level of reasoning.

The Learning Trajectory of fractional schemes, in our study, has been characterised taking into account empirical studies of how student’s reasoning about fractions develops over time (Battista, 2012; Steffe, 2004; Steffe, & Olive, 2009). While schemes is a construct that is used with the aim to model students’ cognitive structures, operations are seen as “mental actions that have been abstracted from experience to become available for use in various situations” (p. 46) and are considered as the key components of schemes (McCloskey, & Norton, 2009). The operations considered in our Learning Trajectory of fractional schemes are: unitizing, partitioning, disembedding, and iterating. We characterise the Learning Trajectory considering these operations, the configuration of the schemes that children develop in the field of rational number reasoning proposed by Steffe (2004) and the development of students’ reasoning about fraction through levels of sophistication proposed by Battista (2012).

The learning goal of the fractional schemes Learning Trajectory is derived from the Spanish Primary Education’s curriculum: giving meaning to the idea of fraction and its different representations and, understanding the meaning of fractions operations. This learning goal highlights two key aspects to achieve: a) the transition from the intuitive meaning of splitting into congruent parts to the idea of fraction as part-whole taking into account different representations, and b) the construction of the meaning of operations with fractions.

In relation to students’ learning process, we consider six different levels of students’ fractional reasoning based on the following mathematical elements. In relation to the transition from the intuitive meaning of splitting into congruent parts to the idea of fraction as part-whole: (i) the parts are congruent. The parts could be different in form but congruent in relation to the whole, (ii) a part could be divided into other parts, (iii) consider a part as an iterative unit, (iv) the inverse relationship between the number of parts and the size of each part: a greater number of divisions of the whole makes each part smaller (keeping the same whole).

Related to the construction of the meaning of operations with fractions: (i) the parts must be congruent to join / separate, (ii) repeat a fraction to construct a fraction, “n times a/b”, (iii) fraction as an operator “a/b of c/d”, (iii) division as a measure “how
many a/b are in B” or “how many a/b are in c/d”, (iv) the remainder of a fraction division.

The six levels of students’ fractional reasoning are:

- At level 1, students have difficulties in recognising that the parts in a fraction must be congruent.

- At level 2, students recognise that the parts could be different in form but congruent in relation to the whole. This allows them to identify and represent fractions in a continuous context but they have difficulties with discrete contexts. They also begin to use some unit fractions as an iterative unit (i) to represent proper fractions (although they have difficulties with improper fractions) and (ii) to solve some fraction addition problems with the same denominator (although students can have difficulties in considering the relation between the part and the whole to justify the meaning of the fraction addition).

- At level 3, students identify and represent fractions in discrete contexts recognising that the groups must be equal. They also recognise that a part could be divided into other parts. When comparing fractions they recognise the inverse relationship between the number of parts and the size of the part. They can use a part (not necessarily the unit fraction) as an iterative unit to represent proper (f<1) and improper (f>1) fractions. They can also reconstruct the whole using any fraction as iterative units (continuous and discrete contexts). In addition, they use intuitive graphical representations to add/ subtract fractions with different denominators.

- At level 4, students can solve simple arithmetic problems with the help of a guide or support. They can obtain equivalent fractions and represent operations graphically. When adding or subtracting fractions with different denominators they understand that the parts must be congruent to join/separate although they need a guide that allows them to choose correctly the unit. They identify the fraction as an operator “a/b of c/d” in the multiplication, and they develop two types of reasoning; (i) division as a measure and (ii) division as a partition, in the division.

- At level 5, students can operate and solve arithmetic problems symbolically, identifying patterns. They can graphically justify what they do but in simple situations. At this level, they are capable of interpreting the remainder on a division of fractions.

- At level 6, students understand how algorithms for fraction operations work and can use pictures to explain the operations. They do not need a guide to represent fraction operations.
THE DESIGN OF THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

The learning environment consists of five sessions of 2 hours each. In the first two sessions, we introduce the mathematical elements, and pre-service teachers solve and analyse primary school activities such as representing and identifying proper and improper fractions in a continuous or discrete context. The aim is that pre-service teachers identify the mathematical elements in the fraction tasks.

The aim of the other three sessions is that pre-service teachers learn to interpret students’ mathematical thinking based on the Learning Trajectory and to propose instructional actions in relation to students’ mathematical thinking. We provide pre-service teachers with primary school students’ answers with different levels of fractional reasoning to three different fraction tasks (identifying fractions, comparing fractions, and adding fractions). Pre-service teachers have to interpret students’ fractional reasoning using the information of the Learning Trajectory of fractional schemes.

We have designed the three tasks following the same structure: a primary school activity, three primary school students’ answers with different level of fractional reasoning and the next four questions (Figure 1).

| C1 | Describe the task taking into account the learning objective: what are the mathematical elements that a student needs to solve it? |
| C2 | Describe how each pair of students has solved the task identifying how they have used the mathematical elements involved and the difficulties they had. |
| C3 | What are the characteristics of students’ mathematical thinking (Learning Trajectory) that can be inferred from their answers? Explain your answer. |
| C4 | How could you respond to these students? Propose a learning objective and a new activity to help students progress in their understanding of fractions. |

Figure 1. Questions that pre-service teachers have to answer related to each task

These questions focus pre-service teachers’ attention on relevant aspects of primary school students’ answers (discerning details) identifying the relevant mathematical elements; on interpreting these answers (recognising relationships between the mathematical elements and the students’ mathematical thinking) and on supporting instructional decisions (taking into account the students’ mathematical thinking).

Following, we describe one of the three tasks of the learning environment. The task that corresponds with identifying fractions (task 1).

Task 1- Identifying fractions

The task consists of an identifying fractions activity (Figure 2), the answers of three pairs of primary school students to the activity and the four questions of Figure 1:
1. Choose the figures below that show \( \frac{3}{4} \). Explain your answers.

Figure 2: Activity of identifying fractions (adapted from Battista, 2012)

While students are solving the activity Júlia (the teacher) observes how the different groups are solving the activity. Júlia realises that students are using mathematical elements of fractional schemes allowing her to identify students who have difficulties.

Xavi and Victor’s answers

Júlia: Please, Xavi and Víctor, what is your answer?
Victor: Mmmm, well we think Figures A, B, C and D represent three-quarters.
Júlia: Xavi, do you agree with Víctor?
Xavi: Yes, A, B, C and D are divided in 4 parts, and 3 are shaded.
Júlia: Is everyone okay?

Joan and Tere’s answers

Joan: No
Júlia: What do you think?
Tere: We believe that Figures B and D are three quarters because they are divided into four equal parts and three are shaded. Figures A and C have 3 parts of 4 shaded, but the parts are not congruent...
Júlia: And Figure E? What do you think about Figure E?
Joan: Figure E is not three quarters because it is divided into 24 equal parts and there are 18 shaded.
Tere: Sure, it is not three-quarters.
Júlia: And the F?
Both: It is not a fraction. In figure F, there are only 6 shaded squares.

Félix and Alvaro’s answers

Júlia: Do you agree with the answer of Joan and Tere? Is there anyone who has a different answer? Félix and Álvaro, what do you think?
Félix: Well ... yes. We agree with Joan and Tere answers related to figures A, B, C, and D but we think differently about figure E...
Júlia: What do you think? Could you explain your answer?
Álvaro: Well ... mmm sure. If you look each line of Figure E, each line has 6 squares, and as there are 3 lines shaded of the 4 total lines then it is three quarters. In addition, ... Figure F also represents three quarters because if you group the squares in groups of 2, you get 4 groups of 2, and there are three groups shaded.

Álvaro and Félix answer to Figure F

In the next section, we discuss the answers we expect from pre-service teachers to each question.

Answers that we expect from pre-service teachers to task 1- Identifying fractions

C1- Describe the task taking into account the learning objective: what are the mathematical elements that a student needs to solve it? In this task, pre-service teachers should identify the following mathematical elements:

This is a task of identifying proper fractions (f <1) that includes various representations of the whole (continuous contexts: a circle and a rectangle, and a discrete context: little squares). The parts, in figures A and C, are not congruent but are congruent in figures B and D. These figures are included to determine the students’ understanding related to the mathematical element: the parts have to be congruent. On the other hand, the inclusion of figures E and F, provides the possibility that students mobilise the idea that a part could be divided into other parts (the idea of equivalence of fractions).

C2- Describe how each pair of students has solved the task identifying how they have used the mathematical elements involved and the difficulties they had. Pre-service teachers should identify that:

Xavi and Víctor identified as ¾ the first 4 figures (A, B, C, D). Therefore, they considered B and D as representations of 3/4. This suggests that they counted the parts in which the whole is divided and then counted the shaded parts. They did not take into account that the parts in which a whole is divided must be congruent (when they considered figures A and C). Furthermore, they did not identify E and F as 3/4, indicating that they had difficulties in considering that a part could be divided into other parts (equivalence). The answers of Xavi and Victor show that they considered fractions as ¾ as counting the number of parts in which the whole is divided and then counting the shaded parts, regardless of the congruence of the parts. Furthermore, they did not understand that a part could be divided into other parts. These characteristics indicate that Xavi and Víctor are at level 1 of the Learning Trajectory.

Joan and Tere used properly the idea that the parts should be congruent (considering that figures A and C are not ¾). Their answer in relation to figure E (Figure E is not three quarters because it is divided into 24 equal parts and there are 18 shaded) and figure F indicates that they did not consider the mathematical element that a part could be divided
into other parts. The answers of Joan and Tere show that they recognised that the parts in which the whole is divided must be congruent in continuous contexts, but still did not recognise that a part can be divided into other parts (idea of equivalence) indicating that they are at level 2 of the Learning Trajectory.

Finally, Álvaro and Félix used the idea that the parts should be congruent (they did not consider A and C as ¾) and their answer in relation to figures E and F indicates that they considered that a part could be divided into other parts.

C3- What are the characteristics of students’ mathematical thinking (Learning Trajectory) that can be inferred from their answers? Explain your answer. Taking into account the mathematical elements identified in each pair of students’ answers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mathematical elements</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Víctor &amp; Xavi</th>
<th>Joan &amp; Tere</th>
<th>Félix &amp; Álvaro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The parts should be congruent</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A part could be divided into other parts</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pre-service teacher could identify the next characteristics of the Learning Trajectory for Álvaro and Félix:

The answers of Álvaro and Félix show that not only they were able to recognise that the whole should be divided into congruent parts but also they acknowledged that a part could be divided into other parts. This last characteristic allows them to recognise equivalent fractions in both continuous and discrete contexts, indicating that these students are at level 3 of the Learning Trajectory.

C4- How could you respond to these students? Propose a learning objective and a new activity to help students progress in their understanding of fractions. Pre-service teachers have to identify the characteristics of the transition in the Learning Trajectory to propose the new activity and the learning objective. For instance, they could propose the next learning objective for Xavi and Victor:

Xavi and Victor are at level 1 of the Learning Trajectory so they should start to recognise that the parts could be different in form but congruent, and begin to use unit fraction as an iterative unit.

FINAL REMARKS

We designed this learning environment to develop pre-service teachers’ noticing of students’ mathematical thinking in the domain of fractional schemes. We used a Learning Trajectory of fractional schemes as a theoretical reference. Our purpose is to provide pre-service teachers with different students’ answers to let them to frame practical situations through the cognitive processes of attending and interpreting the students’ mathematical thinking. We hypothesise that this kind of knowledge will allow pre-service teachers to move from evaluative comments, based on the correctness or incorrectness of the students’ answer, to more interpretive comments based on
evidence taking into account the characteristics of the important mathematical elements evidenced in the students answers. Furthermore, it allows them to provide instructional activities coherent with how students are thinking.
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